
ashtray. Two more big urns of coffee emerge from the kitchen door over by 
the literature table. Erdedy is probably the second-biggest leg-and-foot- 
joggler in present residence, after Geoffrey D. Joelle v. D. now says some 
thing very strange. It’s a very strange little moment, right at the end of the 
raffle-break, and Gately later finds it impossible to describe it in his Log 
entry* for the P.M. shift. It is the first time he realizes that Joelle’s voice — 
crisp and rich and oddly empty, her accent just barely Southern and with a 
strange and it turns out Kentuckian lapse in the pronunciation of all apicals 
except s — is familiar in a faraway way that both makes it familiar and yet 
lets Gately be sure he’s never once met her before. Out There. She inclines 
the plane of her blue-bordered veil briefly toward the floor’s tile (very bad 
tile, scab-colored, nauseous, worst thing about the big room by far), brings 
it back up level (unlike Erdedy she’s standing, and in flats is nearly Gately’s 
height), and says that she’s finding it especially hard to take when these 
earnest ravaged folks at the lectern say they’re ‘Here But For the Grace of 
God,’ except that’s not the strange thing she says, because when Gately nods 
hard and starts to interject about ‘It was the same for—’ and wants to 
launch into a fairly standard Boston AA agnostic-soothing riff about the 
‘God’ in the slogan being just shorthand for a totally subjective and up-to- 
you ‘Higher Power’ and AA being merely spiritual instead of dogmatically 
religious, a sort of benign anarchy of subjective spirit, Joelle cuts off his 
interjection and says that but that her trouble with it is that ‘But For the 
Grace of God’ is a subjunctive, a counterfactual, she says, and can make 
sense only, when introducing a conditional clause, like e.g. ‘But For the 
Grace of God I would have died on Molly Notkin’s bathroom floor,’ so that 
an indicative transposition like ‘I’m here But For the Grace of God’ is, she 
says, literally senseless, and regardless of whether she hears it or not it’s 
meaningless, and that the foamy enthusiasm with which these folks can say 
what in fact means nothing at all makes her want to put her head in a 
Radarange at the thought that Substances have brought her to the sort of 
pass where this is the sort of language she has to have Blind Faith in. Gately 
looks at a rectangular blue-selvaged expanse of clean linen whose gentle 
rises barely allude to any features below, he looks at her and has no idea 
whether she’s serious or not, or whacked, or trying like Dr. Geoff Day to 
erect Denial-type fortifications with some kind of intellectualish showing- 
off, and he doesn’t know what to say in reply, he has absolutely nothing in 
his huge square head to Identify with her with or latch onto or say in en 
couraging reply, and for an instant the Provident cafeteria seems pin-drop 
silent, and his own heart grips him like an infant rattling the bars of its 
playpen, and he feels a greasy wave of an old and almost unfamiliar panic, 
and for a second it seems inevitable that at some point in his life he’s going 
to get high again and be back in the cage all over again, because for a second 
the blank white veil levelled at him seems a screen on which might well be
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projected a casual and impressive black and yellow smily-face, grinning, and 
he feels all the muscles in his own face loosen and descend kneeward; and 
the moment hangs there, distended, until the White Flag raffle coordinator 
for November, Glenn K., glides up to the podium mike in his scarlet velour 
caparison and makeup and candelabrum with candles the same color as the 
floor tile and uses the plastic gavel to formally end the break and bring 
things back to whatever passes here for order, for the raffle drawing. The 
Watertown guy with middle-level sober time who wins the Big Book pub 
licly offers it to any newcomer that wants it, and Gately is pleased to see 
Bruce Green raise a big hand, and decides he’ll just turn it over and ask 
Ferocious Francis G. for feedback on subjunctives and countersexuals, and 
the infant leaves its playpen alone inside him, and the rivets of the long table 
his seat’s attached to make a brief distressed noise as he sits and settles in for 
the second half of the meeting, asking silently for help to be determined to 
try to really hear or die ttying.

1

NNYC’s harbor’s Liberty Island’s gigantic Lady has the sun for a crovm 
and holds what looks like a huge photo album under one iron arm, and the 
other arm holds aloft a product. The product is changed ^each 1 Jan. by 
brave men with pitons and cranes.

But it’s funny what they’ll find funny, AAs at Boston meetings, listening. 
The next Advanced Basics guy summoned By their gleamingly bald 
western-wear chairman to speak is dreadfully, transparently unfunny: pain 
fully new but pretending to be at ease, to be an old hand, desperate to 
amuse and impress them. The guy’s got the sort of professional background 
where he’s used to trying to impress gatherings of persons. He’s dying to be 
liked up there. He’s performing. The White Flag crowd can see all this. 
Even the true morons among them see right through the guy. This is not a 
regular audience. A Boston AA is very sensitive to the presence of ego. 
When the new guy introduces himself and makes an ironic gesture and says, 
‘I’m told I’ve been given the Gift of Desperation. I’m looking for the 
exchange window,’ it’s so clearly unspontaneous, rehearsed — plus com 
mits the subtle but cardinal Message-offense of appearing to deprecate the 
Program rather than the Self— that just a few polite titters resound, and 
people shift in their seats with a slight but signal discomfort. The worst 
punishment Gately’s seen inflicted on a Commitment speaker is when the 
host crowd gets embarrassed for him. Speakers who are accustomed 
to figuring out what an audience wants to hear and then supplying it
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find out quickly that this particular audience does not want to be supplied 
with what soriieone else thinks it wants. It’s another conundrum Gately 
finally ran out of cerebral steam on. Part of finally getting comfortable in 
Boston AA is juk finally running out of steam in terms of trying to figure 
stuff like this out. Because it literally makes no sense. Close to two hundred 
people all punishing somebody by getting embarrassed for him, killing him 
by empathetically dying right there with him, for him, up there at the 
podium. The applause when this guy’s done has the relieved feel of a fist 
urtclenching, and their cries of ‘Keep Coming!’ are so sincere it’s almost 
painful.

. But then in equally paradoxical contrast have a look at the next Ad 
vanced Basics speaker — this tall baggy sack of a man, also painfully new, 
but this poor bastard here completely and openly nerve-racked, wobbling 
his way up to the front, his face shiny with sweat and his talk full of blank 
cunctations and disassociated leaps — as the guy speaks with terrible 
abashed chagrin about trying to hang on to his job Out There as his A.M. 
hangovers became more and more debilitating until he finally got so shaky 
and aphasidc he just couldn’t bear to even face the customers who’d come 
knocking on his Department’s door — he was, from 0800 to 1600h., the 
Complaint Department of Filene’s Department Store —

—^ ‘Whaf I did finally, Jesus I don’t know where I got such a stupid idea 
from, I brought this hammer in from home and brought it in and kept it 
right there under my desk, on the floor, and when somebody knocked at the 
door I’d just... I’d sort of dive onto the floor and crawl under.the desk and 
grab up the hammer, and I’d start in to pounding on the leg of the desk, real 
hard-like, whacketa whacketa, like I was fixing something down there. And 
if they opened the door finally and came in anyhow or came in to bitch 
about me not opening the door I’d just stay out of sight under there pound 
ing away like hell dnd I’d yell out I was going to be a moment, just a mo- 
ment, emergency repairs, be with thein momentarily. I guess you can guess 
how all that pounding felt, you know, under there, what with the big head I 
had every morning. I’d hide under there and pound and pound with the 
hammer till they finally gave up and went uway. I’d watch from under the 
desk and tell when they finally went away, from I could see their feet from 
under'the desk.’

— And about hOw the hiding-under-the-desk-and-pounding thing 
worked, incredibly enough, for almost the whole last year of his drinking, 
which ended around this past Labor Day, when one vindictive complainant 
finally %ured out where in Filene’s to go to complain about the Complaint 
Dept.— the White . Flaggers all fell about, they were totally pleased and 
amused, the Crbcodiles removed their cigars and roared and wheezed and 
stomped both feet on the floor and showed scary teeth, everyone roaring 
with Identification and pleasure. This even though, as the speakerls confu 
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sion at th.eir delight openly betrays, the story wasn’t meant to be one bit 
funny: it was just the truth.

Gately’s found it’s got to be the truth, is the thing. He’s trying hard to 
really hear the speakers — he’s stayed in the habit he’d developed as an 
Ennet resident of sitting right up where he could see dentition and pores, 
with zero obstructions or heads between him and the podium, so the 
speaker fills his whole vision, which makes it easier to really hear — trying 
to concentrate on receiving the Message instead of brooding on that odd old 
dark moment of aphasiac terror with .this veiled like psuedo-intellectual- 
type girl who was probably just in some sort of complex Denial, or on 
whatever doubtlessly grim place he feels like he knows that smooth echoless 
slightly Southern voice from. The thing is it has to be the truth to really go 
over, here. It can’t be a calculated crowd-pleaser, and it has to be the truth 
unslanted, unfortified. And maximally unironic. An ironist in a Boston AA 
meeting is a witch in church. Irony-free zone. Same with sly disingenuous 
manipulative pseudo-sincerity. Sincerity with an ulterior motive is some 
thing these tough ravaged people know and fear, all of them trained to 
remember the coyly sincere, ironic, self-presenting fortifications they’d had 
to construct in order to carry on Out There, under the ceaseless neon bottle.

This doesn’t mean you can’t pay raipty or hypocritical lip-service, how 
ever. Paradoxically enough. The desperate, newly sober White Flaggers are 
always encouraged to invoke and pay empty lip-service to slogans they 
don’t yet understand or believe —e.g. ‘Easy. Does It!’ and ‘Turn It Over!’ 
and ‘One Day At a Time!’ It’s called ‘Fake It Till You Make It,’ itself an oft- 
invoked slogan. Everybody on a Commitment who gets up publicly to speak 
starts out saying he’s an alcoholic, says it whether he believes he is yet or 
not; then everybody up there says how Grateful he is to be sober today and 
how great it is to be Active and out on a Commitment with his Group, even 
if he’s not grateful or pleased about it at all. You’re encouraged to keep 
saying stuff like this until you start to believe it, just like if you ask some 
body with serious sober time how long you’ll have to keep schlepping to all 
these goddamn meetings he’ll smile that infuriating smile and tell you just 
until you start to want to go to all these goddamn meetings. There are some 
definite cultish, brainwashy elements to the AA Program (the term Program 
itself resonates darkly, for those who fear getting brainwashed), and Gately 
tries to be candid with his residents re this issue. But he also shrugs and tells 
them that by the end of his oral-narcotics and burglary careers he’d sort of 
decided the old brain needed a good scrub and soak anyway. He says he 
pretty much held his brain out and told Pat Montesian and Gene M. to go 
ahead and wash away. But he tells his residents he’s thinking now that the 
Program might be more like deprogramming than actual washing, consider 
ing the psychic job the Disease’s Spider has done on them all. Gately s most 
marked progress in turning his life around in sobriety, besides the fact that
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Montesian, whose paralyzing alcoholic stroke the physician had treated in this very same 
E.R. almost seven years before, and in whose case he’d also taken a special interest and 
had followed, such that he was now a personal friend of the sober Pat M.’s and sat 
honorarily on Ennet House’s Board of Directors, so that his call to Pat’s home on Satur 
day night had gotten Joelle into the House on the spot, as of Interdependence Day a .m.’s  
discharge from B8cW, leap-frogging literally dozens of waiting-list people and putting 
Joelle into Ennet House’s intensive program of residential treatment literally before she 
even knew what was happening, which in retrospect might have been lucky — if you’re 
this new you’re actually not supposed ever to leave the Staffer’s sight, though in practice 
this rule gets suspended when you have to go to the ladies’ room and the Staffer’s male, or 
vice versa.

a. Propranolol hydrochloride, Wyeth-Ayerst, a beta-blocking antihypertensive.
135. A conviction common to all who Hang In with AA, after a while, and abstracted in 
the slogan ‘My Best Thinking Got Me Here.’
136. Trade-name Fastin, ®SmithKline Beecham Inc., a low-level ’drine not unlike Tenu- 
ate, though w/ more associated tooth-grinding.
137. None of these are Don Gately’s terms.
138. In e.g. Boston: join Group, get Active, get phone #s, get sponsor, audio-call sponsor 
daily, hit meetings daily, pray like fiend for release from Disease, don’t kid self that y'ou 
can still buy rodneys in liquor stores or date your dealer’s niece or think for a second you 
can still hang out in bars playing darts and just drinking Millennial Fizzles or vanilla Yoo- 
Hoos, etc.
139. Volunteer Counselor Eugenio (‘Gene’) M. favors entomologic tropes and analogies, 
which is especially effective with brand-new residents fresh from subjective safaris 
through the Kingdom of Bugs.
140. Don G.’s North Shore’s vulgate signifier for trite/banal is: limp.
141. Likewise that his private term for blacks is niggers, which is unfortunately still all he 
knows.
142. The speaker doesn’t actually use the terms thereon, most assuredly, or operant lim 
bic system, th’ough she really had, before, said chordate phylum.
143. Sic.
144. E.g. see Ursula Emrich-Levine (University of California-Irvine), ‘Watching Grass 
Grow While .Being Hit Repeatedly Over the Head With a Blunt Object: Fragmentation 
and Stasis in James O. Incandenza’s Widower, Fun with Teeth, Zero-Gravity Tea Cere 
mony, and Pre-Nuptial Agreement of Heaven and Hell,' Art Cartridge Quarterly, vol. Ill, 
nos. 1-3, Year of the Perdue Wonderchicken.

145.
TRANSCRIPT-FRAGMENT FROM INTERVIEW SERIES FOR PUTATIVE 

MOMENT MAGAZINE SOFT PROHLE ON PHOENIX CARDINAL 
PROFESSIONAL PUNTER O. J. INCANDENZA, BY PUTATIVE MOMENT 

MAGAZINE SOET-PROFILE-WRITER HELEN STEEPLY,
3 NOVEMBER Y.D.A.U.

‘Q’
‘Well, there are odd sorts of consolations in having somebody go progressively bats in 

front of your eyes, such as for example sometimes The Mad Stork would go off on things 
in sort of a funny way. We always- thought he was funny a good bit of the time.

‘You’ve got to remember he came at entertainment more from an interest in lenses and 
light. Most arty directors I think get more abstract as they go on. With him it was the 
opposite. A lot of his funniest stuff was very abstract. Are those earrings real copper? Can 
you wear real copper?’
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‘Q’

‘You’ve got to remember that he came out of all these old artish directors that were 
really “ne pas a la mode” anymore by the time he broke in, not just Lang and Bresson*and 
Deren but the anti-New Wave abstracters like Frampton, wacko Nucks like Godbout, 
anticonfluential directors like Dick and the Snows who not only really belonged in a quiet 
pink room somewhere but were also self-consciously behind the times, making all sorts of 
heavy art-gesture films about film and consciousness and isness and diffraction and 
stasis et cetera. Most extremely beautiful women I’ve ever met complain of getting a sort of 
itchy green crust when they wear real copper. So the tenure-jockeys and critics who were 
hailing this millennial new Orthochromatic Neorealism thing as the real new avant-garde 
thing were getting tenure by blasting Dick and Godbout and the flying Snow Brothers and 
The Stork for trying to be avant-garde, when really they were self-consciously trying to be 
more like npres-garde. I never did get straight on what Orthochromatic means, but it was 
very trendy. But The Mad Stork talked a lot about intentional atavism and retrogradism and 
sryi« Plus the academics who hated him hated the artificial sets and the chiaroscuro 
lighting, which the Stork had a total fetish for weird lenses and chiaroscuro.

‘After the thing about the Medusa and the Odalisque came out, and The Joke, and the 
film-establishment theory-queers were holding their noses and saying Incandenza’s still 
mired in this late-century self-referencing unentertaining formalism and unrealistic ab 
straction, after a while Himself, The Stork, in his own progressively bats way, decided to 
get revenge. He planned a lot of it out at McLean Hospital, which’s out in Belmont, which 
is where Himself had almost his own private reserved room, by then. He made up a genre 
that he considered the ultimate Neorealism and got some film-journals to run some proc- 
lamatory edictish things he wrote about it, and he got Duquette at M.I.T. and a couple 
other younger tenure-jockeys who were in on it to start referring and writing little articles 
in journals and quarterlies about it and talking at art openings and avant-garde theater 
and film openings, feeding it into the grapevine, hailing some new movement they called 
Foun4 Drama, this supposedly ultimate Neorealism thing that they all declared was like 
the future of drama and cinematic art, etc. j

‘Because I’m thinking if you like copper stuff and little Aztec suns there’s a small place 
down in Tempe where I know the owner.and he has some incredible little copper pieces 
we could parp down and have you look at. My own theory is it takes an incredible natural 
complexion to be able to wear the baser metals, though it might just be an allergy-thing, 
the way some women react and some>don’t.’

‘Q.’
‘What Found Drama was —and you’ve got to keep in mind that Duquette and a 

Brandeis critic named like Posener who was in on the revenge each got a mammoth grant 
for this, and The Mad Stork got two smaller ones somewhere, grants, to go cross-country 
to-graduate film programs giving turgid theoretical deadly-serious lectures on this Found 
Drama, and then they’d come back up home to Boston and The Stork and the couple 
critics would lay up drunk and invent new Found-Drama theoretical lectures and chortle 
and laugh till there was evidence it was time for Himself to go back to detox again.’

■‘Q.’
‘Like a family nickname. Hal and I either called him Himself or The Sad Stork. The 

Moms was the first to sky Himself, which I think is a Canadian thing. Hal mostly said 
Himself. God knows what Mario used to call him. Who knows. I said Mad, The Mad 
Stork.’

‘Q.’
^o see there weren't any real cartridges or pieces of Found Drama. This was the joke. 

All it was was you and a couple cronies like Leith or Duquette got out a metro Boston 
phone book and tore a White Pages page out at random and thumbtacked it to the wall 
and then The Stork would throw a dart at it from across the room. At the page. And the 
ndmp it hit becomes the subject of the Found Drama. And whatever happens to the pro 
tagonist with the name you hit with the dart for like the next hour and a half is the
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